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Controlled Environment

Wearwell® PermaTack Tacky Mats

Controlled Environment

Prevent debris and bacteria
from entering sterile areas

C

––Reusable and economical—replace your multilayer adhesive mats
––Permanently tacky surface removes particles off shoes and wheels;
contaminates remain trapped until mat is cleaned
––Removes 98 to 100% of particles if each foot touches the mat three times
––Regenerate the tack by simply cleaning the mat and allowing it to dry
––Adhesive backing allows easy installation and prevents mat movement
––Surface is static dissipative; RTT = 1 x 108 to 1 x 1010 ohms
Size (W x L)
27" x 48" (69 x 122 cm)
27" x 72" (69 x 183 cm)
36" x 54" (91 x 137 cm)
27" x 10 ft (69 cm x 3 m)
54" x 10 ft (137 cm x 3 m)

Color

Thickness

Blue

1⁄8"

(0.32 cm)

Blue

1⁄8"

(0.32 cm)

Catalog number
GH-84580-20
GH-84580-21
GH-84580-22
GH-84580-23
GH-84580-24

Price

Adhesive Roll Mops

Contec® EasySat ™ Bucketless
Floor Mop

Quickly clean surfaces
of dust and lint
––Adhesive traps dirt
and removes it easily

No more buckets and wringers
––Easily clean up to 500 ft2 with just
one tank of solution

Roll mop with
7 ft. telescopic
handle 09411-60

––Simply peel back layer
to expose clean sheet

––Dispense only what you need with
easy trigger mechanism
––All hardware is autoclavable
at 121°C for 30 minutes

––Perforated rolls for
easy tearing—each
roll contains 20 sheets

––Mop heads are sold separately
––Sterile mop heads are gamma irradiated
to 10-6 Sterility Assurance Level
per AAMI/ISO 11137:2006 guides

Find even more online!
Go to ColeParmer.com
to search
more than 100,000 products.
Handheld
roll mop 09411-50

Description
Handheld
Telescopic
handle

Roll mops
Size (W)
3" (7.6 cm)
9" (22.9 cm)
18" L x 9" W
(45.7 x 22.9 cm)

Toll-free: 800-323-4340

Cat. no.
GH-09411-40
GH-09411-50
GH-09411-60

Refills
Price

Cat. no.
GH-09411-43
GH-09411-53
GH-09411-63

Fax: 847-247-2929

Price

Description
Qty/pk
Bucketless floor mop, 211⁄2" x 571⁄2" x 41⁄4"
1
(54.6 x 146 x 10.8 cm)
Mop head
32
Mop head, textured
32
Mop head, sterile
28
Mop head, textured and sterile
28

sales@coleparmer.com

www.coleparmer.com

Catalog number

Price/pk

GH-09411-30
GH-09411-31
GH-09411-35
GH-09411-36
GH-09411-37
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